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ABSTRACT: Objective: To assess the feasibility of iPhone-based teleradiology as a potential solution for the diagnosis of acute cervico-dorsal spine trauma. Materials and Methods: We have developed a solution that allows visualization of images on the iPhone. Our system allows rapid, remote, secure, visualization of medical images without storing patient data on the iPhone. This retrospective study is comprised of cervico-dorsal computed tomogram (CT) scan examination of 75 consecutive patients having clinically suspected cervico-dorsal spine fracture. Two radiologists reviewed CT scan images on the iPhone. Computed tomogram spine scans were analyzed for vertebral body fracture and posterior elements fractures, any associated subluxation-dislocation and cord lesion. The total time taken from the launch of viewing application on the iPhone until interpretation was recorded. The results were compared with that of a diagnostic workstation monitor. Inter-rater agreement was assessed. Results: The sensitivity and accuracy of detecting vertebral body fractures was 80% and 97% by both readers using the iPhone system with a perfect inter-rater agreement (kappa: 1). The sensitivity and accuracy of detecting posterior elements fracture was 75% and 98% for Reader 1 and 50% and 97% for Reader 2 using the iPhone. There was good inter-rater agreement (kappa: 0.66) between both readers. No statistically significant difference was noted between time on the workstation and the iPhone system. Conclusion: iPhone-based teleradiology system is accurate in the diagnosis of acute cervico-dorsal spinal trauma. It allows rapid, remote, secure, visualization of medical images without storing patient data on the iPhone.

RÉSUMÉ: Téléradiologie basée sur le iPhone pour le diagnostic du traumatisme aigu de la colonne cervicale et dorsale. Objectif : Le but de l’étude était d’évaluer la faisabilité de la téléradiologie basée sur le iPhone comme ressource pour le diagnostic du traumatisme de la colonne cervicale et dorsale. Méthodologie : Nous avons développé une ressource qui permet la visualisation d’images sur le iPhone. Notre système permet la visualisation rapide, à distance et sécurisée d’images médicales sans sauvegarder les informations concernant le patient dans le iPhone. Cette étude rétrospective inclut l’examen de tomodensitométrie cervico-dorsale de 75 patients consécutifs chez qui on soupçonnait cliniquement une fracture de la colonne cervico-dorsale. Deux radiologues ont révisé les tomodensitométries sur le iPhone pour détecter les fractures des corps vertébraux et des éléments postérieurs, ainsi que les subluxations-dislocations et les lésions de la moelle épineuse associées. Le temps total à partir du lancement de l’application sur le iPhone jusqu’à l’interprétation a été noté. Les résultats ont été comparés à ceux obtenus à un poste de travail utilisé pour le diagnostic et la concordance entre les observateurs a été évaluée. Résultats : La sensibilité et l’exactitude de détection des fractures des corps vertébraux étaient de 80% et 97% respectivement pour les deux observateurs lorsqu’ils utilisaient le système iPhone, et la concordance inter-observateurs était parfaite (kappa : 1). La sensibilité et l’exactitude de détection pour les fractures des éléments postérieurs étaient de 75% et 98% respectivement pour l’observateur 1 et de 50% et 97% pour l’observateur 2 sur le iPhone. La concordance inter-observateurs était bonne (kappa : 0.66) entre les deux observateurs. Aucune différence significative au point de vue statistique n’a été notée quant au temps consacré au poste de travail et au système iPhone. Conclusion : Le système de téléradiologie basé sur le iPhone pour le diagnostic du traumatisme aigu de la colonne cervico-dorsale est exact. Il permet une visualisation rapide, à distance et sécurisée des images médicales sans sauvegarde des données du patient dans le iPhone.


An instant image transfer system can be used to support rapid medical and imaging decision making in an emergency situations when doctors are away from the hospital11. There are several Web-based picture archiving and communication systems, which allows access to a patient’s radiological images from outside the hospital1. However, they are felt to be not appropriate for use in time-critical emergency cases as mentioned in previous studies8,9,10. Handheld devices like smart-phones and personal digital assistants (PDAs) have become increasingly prevalent in modern society6,8 and 46% of attending physicians and trainees9 and 45% of radiologists are using handheld devices8,10. However, there are several limitations: small screen size, inherent low resolution of display, low contrast ratio, poor connectivity, slow data transfer, security issues, and minimal inherent memory8,11. Methods for image transfer using commonly available PDAs.
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have been addressed by many investigator\textsuperscript{1,3,12,13}. However, patient confidentiality, especially when medical information is downloaded on a portable device, remains a significant concern.

We have developed a new teleradiology system based on a client/server architecture to address the limitations related to connectivity and confidentiality. Our system can use an Apple iPhone or iPod Touch (hereafter referred to as iPhone system) as a remote visualization device. Our solution allows rapid, remote, secure, two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) visualization of medical images on an iPhone device wherever wireless network connectivity is available. Additionally, our solution does not require patient data to be stored on the iPhone. This allows immediate visualization of new patient images from remote locations, an important feature when timely interpretation is crucial for appropriate treatment.

Acute spinal trauma is commonly encountered in emergency radiology, and accurate and timely diagnosis is important. Here we have assessed the feasibility of using an iPhone teleradiology system for the instant transmission of radiological images and its usefulness for making an effective medical decision in emergency conditions like in acute cervico-dorsal spinal trauma patients.

\textbf{MATERIALS AND METHODS}

This retrospective study is comprised of cervico-dorsal computed tomogram (CT) scans examination of 75 consecutive patients with clinically suspected cervico-dorsal spinal fracture. An ethics application was made to the Institutional Review Board. In their opinion, the project was felt to be program evaluation, quality assurance and quality improvement work and did not require a formal approval from the Ethics Board.

\textbf{CT Cervico-dorsal spine evaluation}

Computed tomogram scans were performed on the 64-row-multidetector CT (Somatom Sensation 64, Siemens Medical Solutions, Germany). Scan coverage was from the base of skull to the T5 vertebral body level using helical acquisition and a bone algorithm. Slices were obtained at a slice thickness/interval of 2/1 mm, KV/mAS/collimation of 140/300/64x0.6 and a pitch/rotation time of 0.9/1 sec. Reformations with 1 mm slices were performed in the axial, sagittal and coronal planes.

Reader 1 (PS) first interpreted the CT scans on a radiology workstation and after a 4-week interval, again viewed them on an iPhone. The workstation (IMPAX 6.3.1.3815, Agfa Healthcare, Belgium) was connected to a medical-grade 21-inch liquid crystal display (MD21GS-3MP, NEC). This display has a resolution of 2048 x 1536 pixels (pixel pitch = 0.21 mm), 10-bit grayscale depth display and a calibrated luminance of 400 cd/m².

Reader 2 (JM) interpreted images only on the iPhone. A tutorial on how to use the iPhone system was provided to the readers. The patient exams were presented in different orders on the iPhone teleradiology system to reduce any recall bias. The CT spine scans were analyzed for vertebral body fracture and posterior elements fractures, any associated subluxation-dislocation and cord lesion. In this study, all patient imaging exams were anonymized and uploaded on the visualization server running client software (ResolutionMD Enterprise).

Communication between the visualization server and the iPhone device occurred over a secure wireless network (Wi-Fi 802.11g). The user initially launches the viewing application (ResolutionMD mobile software) on the iPhone. On establishing communication with the visualization server, CT scan study file is selected to visualize on the iPhone. We recorded total time taken from the launch of client viewing application on the iPhone followed by selection of CT scan study file of the patient until the interpretation was complete. The time taken from the launch of viewing application until the display of the first image on the iPhone was not measured separately, but rather was included in the total time. The results were compared with that of a diagnostic workstation monitor. Inter-rater agreement was assessed.

\textbf{The iPhone-based teleradiology system}

The teleradiology system included a visualization server and an iPhone/iPod Touch (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA). The iPod Touch and iPhone 3G have identical displays. Both devices run the same iPhone Operating System. The major difference is that the iPod Touch lacks cellular telephone and global positioning system circuitry. The iPhone/iPod Touch included 8 GB of flash memory and 3.5-inch liquid crystal display diagonal screen with 320x480 pixels (pixel pitch = 0.15 mm), 2:3 aspect ratio, 8-bit grayscale depth display and a luminance of 500 cd/m². It ran a

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & Workstation & iPhone (R1) & TP & FP & TN & FN & PPV & NPV & Sensitivity & Accuracy \\
\hline
Vertebral body fractures & 5/66 & 6/66 & 4 & 1 & 60 & 1 & 80% & 98% & 80% & 97% \\
\hline
Posterior elements fractures & 4/66 & 4/66 & 3 & 0 & 62 & 1 & 100% & 98% & 75% & 98% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Positive predictive value, negative predictive value, sensitivity and accuracy of acute cervico-dorsal spine trauma diagnosis using the iPhone-based teleradiology system by Reader 1 (R1)}
\end{table}

n=Total number of patients having fracture detected on workstation; R1= Total number of patients having fracture detected on iPhone by Reader 1; R2= Total number of patients having fracture detected on iPhone by Reader 2; TP=True positive on the iPhone device; FP=False positive on the iPhone device; TN=True negative on the iPhone device; FN= False negative on the iPhone device; PPV= Positive predictive value; NPV= Negative predictive value.
client program ResolutionMD Mobile (Calgary Scientific Inc., Calgary, Canada) that handled user input, communication with the visualization server, and the display of transmitted images. The client software allows 2D and 3D visualization with interactive window/level, translation, rotation, and zoom capabilities. In 3D mode the user can also select from a range of tissue rendering modes.

The visualization server had a 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Quad central processing unit, 8 GB RAM and 2 nVidia GeForce 8800 (512 MB) graphics cards. It ran the application ResolutionMD Enterprise (Calgary Scientific Inc., Calgary, Canada), which allows remote 2D/3D visualization of digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) images through a web-browser on an iPhone device. Visualization server software decomposes the sequence of 2D frames into static and dynamic components and reformats them into a 3D volume. It then performs a rendering operation on the 3D volume to produce 2D “frame”, which is independently compressed using the joint photographic experts group algorithm and encoded for transmission to the remote client for display on the iPhone. The decomposition and compression algorithms can adapt to the achievable bandwidth between the server and the client. During user interaction, only the dynamic components of the sequence are transmitted, and a lossy compression algorithm is used. This reduces the amount of data that must be transmitted to the client to update the display. The level of lossy compression can be adjusted by the user from the client program. Higher compression levels allow a faster frame rate. When the user stops interacting with the server rendering system, a lossless frame is automatically transmitted to the remote client. This allows higher frame rates (temporal resolution) during interaction, but full quality still images (spatial resolution) during static viewing.

Communication between the visualization server and the iPhone device occurred over a secure wireless network (Wi-Fi 802.11g). This system is capable of delivering and displaying up to 14 images per second on the iPhone 3GS. In our experience, a single visualization server can accommodate ten or more simultaneous iPhone device users. Importantly, all patient data remains on the visualization server with this system. The streams of rendered images are not saved on the iPhone device. When the iPhone device client software is terminated, the network connection to the server is automatically closed. This system design has several important features. First, confidential patient information is not stored on the iPhone device and it could potentially be carried outside the hospital. Second, the visualization server can rapidly load, and render, large medical image datasets containing several hundred DICOM images. This allows diagnostic interpretation to begin almost immediately, even from remote locations.

### Statistical Analysis

The workstation results were considered the standard against which the readings on the iPhone device were compared. Any difference in detecting number of vertebral body or posterior elements fracture/s in a patient on the iPhone system as compared to workstation was considered a discrepancy. True positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives were obtained. The positive predictive value, negative predictive value, sensitivity and accuracy were calculated. Inter-rater agreement was measured by calculation of Cohen’s Kappa using Stata 10.0 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas, USA). The total time taken from the launch of viewing application on the iPhone until interpretation was recorded and compared to that of a workstation.

### Results

Cervico-dorsal CT scans of 75 consecutive patients with clinically suspected cervico-dorsal spinal fracture were obtained from our radiology database. Poor image quality resulted in nine patients excluded from our study, resulting 66 patients CT scan exams for review. A total of six vertebral body fractures were diagnosed in 5/66 patients on the workstation. There were two C2, two T3 and two T5 vertebral body fractures. The sensitivity of detecting vertebral body fractures on iPhone was 80% and the accuracy was 97% by both the readers (Table 1 and 2). Both readers detected fractures correctly in 4/5 patients on the iPhone device (Figure 1). However both readers had one false positive and one false negative diagnosis on the iPhone device. Both readers falsely diagnosed one patient having a T3 vertebral body fracture thus having one false positive diagnosis on the iPhone. One patient had fracture involving the C2 and the T5 vertebral

| Table 2: Positive predictive value, negative predictive value, sensitivity and accuracy of acute cervico-dorsal spine trauma diagnosis using the iPhone-based teleradiology system by Reader 2 (R2) |
|----------------------------------|------|-----|---|-----|---|---|-----|------|
|                                  | Workstation | iPhone | TP | FP | TN | FN | PPV | NPV |
| Vertebral body fractures          | 5/66         | 6/66   | 4  | 1  | 60 | 1  | 80% | 98% |
| Posterior elements fractures      | 4/66         | 4/66   | 2  | 0  | 62 | 2  | 100%| 97% |

n=Total number of patients having fracture detected on workstation; R1= Total number of patients having fracture detected on iPhone by Reader 1; R2= Total number of patients having fracture detected on iPhone by Reader 2; TP=True positive on the iPhone device; FP=False positive on the iPhone device; TN=True negative on the iPhone device; FN=False negative on the iPhone device; PPV= Positive predictive value; NPV= Negative predictive value
Both readers correctly diagnosed a C2 fracture, but missed a T5 subtle fracture leading to one false negative diagnosis. One patient had associated dislocation, which was correctly diagnosed on iPhone system by both the readers. None of the patients had any cord compression or injury. Both the readers had perfect inter-rater agreement (kappa: 1) for diagnosing vertebral body fracture on the iPhone system.

Any fracture in pedicle, lamina, spinous and transverse process were considered posterior elements fracture. A total of 4/66 patients with posterior elements fractures were detected on the workstation. There were one pedicle, five spinous processes and one transverse process fracture. The sensitivity of detecting posterior elements fracture on the iPhone was 75% and 50% by Reader 1 and 2 respectively. The accuracy of detecting posterior elements fracture on the iPhone was 98% and 97% by Reader 1 and 2 respectively. There were no false positives. Reader 1 had one false negative and Reader 2 had two false negatives on the iPhone device. One patient had C3, C4, T1 and T2 spinous process fracture. Both readers correctly diagnosed C4, T1 and T2 spinous process fracture (Figure 2). However, both readers missed a C3 spinous process fracture on the iPhone. Reader 2 had also missed one C5 spinous process fracture in one patient. Both the readers had good inter-rater agreement (kappa: 0.66) for diagnosing posterior element fracture on the iPhone system.

The average time to interpret cervico-dorsal spine CT scan on the workstation was 6.8±2.6 minutes (mean±SD), while using the iPhone system was 6.7±2.1 minutes by Reader 1 and 6.8±2.3 minutes by Reader 2. No statistically significant difference was noted in the time to interpret scans on the workstation and the iPhone system.

**DISCUSSION**

Handheld devices like smartphones and PDAs may be comparable with secondary-display monitors used in emergency teleconsultation for reporting findings on acute intracranial hemorrhage on CT images and fractured wrists on radiographs. There are now many studies which have outlined the potential

---

**Figure 1:** A 54-year-old male presented with acute spinal trauma. Axial and sagittal views of the CT spine cervico-dorsal region shows fracture of the dens on the workstation images (a,b). Corresponding images on the iPhone device were interpreted accurately (c,d).

**Figure 2:** A 39-year-old male presented with acute spinal trauma. A CT spine of cervico-dorsal region shows fracture of C4, T1, T2 spinous process in workstation image (a,b). Corresponding images on the iPhone device were interpreted accurately (c,d).
usefulness of handheld devices for the evaluation of emergency CT scans\textsuperscript{3,12,14}, renal colic\textsuperscript{15}, intracranial hemorrhage\textsuperscript{4}, appendicular skeletal trauma (Chew NS et al, presented at the 2008 annual meeting of the Radiological Society of North America) and dental images\textsuperscript{16}.

Injury to spine is one of the most feared traumas, and spinal cord injury is a major cause of disability. Since most of the spinal trauma patients survive their injuries, most of them end with partial or complete paralysis. It requires accurate and emergent imaging assessment of in order to evaluate spinal stability and integrity of neural elements. A number of studies have advocated early reduction (four to ten hours) and operative fixation of spinal fractures in patients with acute spinal cord injury\textsuperscript{17-20}. Computed tomography is the preferred initial imaging modality in acute spine trauma patients. Not only is CT more accurate in diagnosing spinal injury, it also reduces imaging time and patient manipulation\textsuperscript{21}.

Here, we have assessed the feasibility of using iPhone teleradiology system for the instant transmission of radiological images in acute cervico-dorsal spinal trauma patients, and its usefulness for making an effective medical decision in an emergency. In this study, the sensitivity of detecting vertebral body fractures on iPhone was 80% and the accuracy rate was 97% by both the readers. There was one false positive and one false negative in detecting vertebral body fracture by both the readers. One patient was misdiagnosed as having a T3 vertebral body fracture, which was confirmed, on a workstation as detached osteophyte fragment. One patient had a C2 and T5 vertebral body fracture. The C2 fracture was correctly diagnosed but subtle fracture in the antero-superior aspect of T5 vertebral body was missed.

The sensitivity of detecting posterior elements fracture on the iPhone was 75% and 50% by Reader 1 and 2 respectively. The accuracy rate of detecting posterior element fractures on the iPhone was 98% by Reader 1 and 97% by Reader 2. There was one false negative by Reader 1 and two false negative by Reader 2. One patient had a fracture involving the spinous process of the C3, C4, T1 and T2 vertebrae. Both readers correctly diagnosed C4, T1 and T2 spinous process fracture, but missed subtle C3 spinous process fracture. Reader 2 had one more false negative due to missing one C5 spinous process fracture. We felt these false diagnoses were due to misinterpretation rather than poor image quality or display. None of the missed fractures had evidence of spinal canal compromise or presence of features that would suggest an unstable fracture. None of these false diagnoses would have changed patient management. We had comparable high accuracy rates on the iPhone system though the display is much smaller than that of a clinical workstation. We found that interactive zoom of the CT images allowed users to easily focus on regions of interest. When interpreting images, users tend to position the iPhone display much closer to their eyes, which helped compensate, for the smaller size of iPhone display. We found factors in favor of the iPhone display are its pixel density and luminance. Both were 25% higher than those on the medical grade display used in these experiment. Even though interpretations occurred under normal office lighting conditions, the subjective opinion of the radiologists was that the iPhone display was high quality, provided accurate gray scale representations of the image data, and was sufficient for this diagnostic task. The iPhone ran a client program that allows 2D and 3D visualization with interactive window/level, rotation and zoom capabilities. The iPhone client software used in this study was not having multiplanar reconstruction application. However, new software does provide functions for multi-planar reformating. We are investigating methods to usefully expose additional advanced visualization capabilities like measuring density (Hounsfield units) to the user on the iPhone device.

Our results reflects that of Ryan et al (Proceedings from UK Radiological congress 2008) who found a personal digital assistant to be accurate in diagnosing acute conditions like detecting intracranial hemorrhage when comparing it with a workstation. Ryan et al converted the images to bitmap format and transferred them to a PDA. It is not clear in the study that the images were then on the hard drive of the PDA. Also, the authors did not discuss potential patient confidentiality issues. Loss or theft of a PDA is not rare. As such, we feel that solutions based downloading images to the hard drive of the device may not be safe. Our solution is Internet based and doesn’t require patient data to be stored on the iPhone. Hence, patient confidentiality is not compromised in case of loss or theft.

Today, a physician on call must travel to a workstation, potentially power it on and wait for it to start-up, then login and launch the viewing application before interpretation can begin. If the physician is located outside their hospital or home, travel time may be significant. By comparison, our iPhone device/visualization server teleradiology system is always-on, takes only a few seconds to securely access remote imaging exams anywhere cellular or wireless network is available and can be carried conveniently by a physician while on call. The average time to interpret cervico-dorsal spine CT scan on the workstation was 6.8±2.6 minutes (mean±SD), while using the iPhone system was 6.7±2.1 minutes by Reader 1 and 6.8±2.3 minutes by Reader 2. No statistically significant difference was noted in the time to interpret scans on workstation and iPhone device. Thus it can allow rapid visualization of radiological images and urgent management decisions. If the Wi-Fi network is poor quality, the frame rate could also be low. However, in our experience outside the laboratory, frame rate has been acceptable (10 frames per second or more) over the less than perfect Wi-Fi connections. The performance can be fine even if the distance between the server and iPhone is several kilometers. Our iPhone Client Server can accommodate ten or more simultaneous iPhone device users, and is capable of delivering and displaying up to 14 frames per second on an iPhone device connected over an 802.11g Wi-Fi network. This frame rate provided sufficient interactivity for comfortable use. However, the frame rate of our system using a 3G cellular network was much lower, typically between one and four frames per second. This was deemed by the radiologists to be insufficient for practical use. The 4G cellular networks have been, or are being, installed in most metropolitan centers in North America, Europe and parts of Asia, which may be sufficient for practical use. We estimate that the higher bandwidth of these new cellular networks should allow 10-15 frames per second to be delivered to an iPhone. However, the current iPhone 3GS is not able to use 4G networks. An updated iPhone device will also be required.

Our study has limitations. It is a retrospective analysis performed on only a small number of patients by two radiologists, who were located in a research laboratory environment, with robust, high-speed network infrastructure.
Since this study was proof of principle to study the feasibility of use of iPhone-based teleradiology for the diagnosis of acute cervico-dorsal spine trauma, we considered diagnosis made by only one radiologist as the standard for comparison. However, in future prospective studies, we would like to measure inter-rater as well as intra-rater agreement on the iPhone and the workstation. A larger prospective study, performed by physicians on-call outside the laboratory, operating under clinical constraints and clinical deadlines, will be required to demonstrate clinical utility of our new system. Also, to be truly effective, the system should provide practical frame rates over cellular networks. This would greatly extend the area of network coverage, and system utility.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the iPhone-based teleradiology system is accurate in the diagnosis of acute cervico-dorsal spinal trauma. Though the iPhone system is unlikely to replace a workstation for definitive report, it has the potential to allow urgent management decisions where time is important factor. It allows rapid visualization of large imaging datasets and manages concerns related to patient confidentiality. This system might also be useful in other acute care scenarios, such as the evaluation of emergency CT scans, renal colic, acute ischemic stroke, and appendicular skeletal trauma, where rapid access to image data is an important factor determining patient outcome. The system also might be useful as a bedside teaching tool to help physicians communicate better with patients and their families.

Our future efforts will be focused on addressing some of the limitations of the current study. In particular, we are investigating methods to usefully expose additional advanced visualization capabilities like measuring density (Hounsfield units) to the remote user on the iPhone device. We are conducting additional prospective studies to evaluate potential clinical utility in more detail. We are investigating new methods to optimize both server and client performance to enhance interactivity over both Wi-Fi and cellular networks.
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